Solar
Powered
Transportable
Homes

Understanding how your
transportable home consumes power
You’ve decided to go small and have a home built that perfectly fits
your needs, and no more. Now it’s time to think about doing the same
thing with a solar power system. The power output and potential
storage of your solar power needs to match your expected use of your
transportable home, and the time of day you intend to use it.

Just park and plug in to the sun
A solar power system on the roof of your transportable home gives
you the ability to park it anywhere (just not in a shady spot), and have
instant electricty without needing grid power access. That means
complete and total freedom to move about without the constraints
of grid power access restricting you.
Considering solar for your transportable home is largely a calculation
of return on investment. How much would it cost to get grid power
access where you want your transportable home? What would the
ongoing bills be if you did? Choosing to power your transportable
home with solar is an investment that can be measured by dividing
your total install cost by the instant and yearly power savings it
generates, giving you a pay-off period. After which it’s all cost savings
- money in your pocket.

A carbon footprint as tiny as the
home itself
We’re all pretty lucky to live in New Zealand. We’re not a country
of people known for wasting what we’re given, we’re known for
utilising what we have available. Solar just makes sense for kiwis.
The country known for it’s clean, green image needs adopters of
renewable energy to keep it that way. With a SkySolar system
installed, as long as the sun rises, you’ll have a zero-emission
source of power. Solar energy is one of our most abundant natural
resources... Why not harvest it?

Packages
Occasional Use

Each SkySolar installation is completely customised to suit you based on your
individual circumstance, system design can be customised on requirements to cope
with larger loads and additional appliances. The below packages are an indication for
you to assess your options with a broad understanding of potential investment.

Would suit:
One bedroom
Part time occupancy e.g Air BNB
From

Includes: Panels, Inverter &
Maintenance-free batteries

Light Use
Includes: Panels, Inverter &
Maintenance-free batteries

Regular Use
Includes: Panels, Inverter &
Maintenance-free batteries

$9,850.00
Would suit:
Two bedroom secondary dwelling.
Light power usage e.g. Granny flat
scenario/elderly couple.
From

$13,162.00

Would suit:
Large two bedroom, couple with young kids.
Full time living but low KW appliances.
From

$17,117.00

Components:
Trina Honey 270W
Solar Modules
• Largest producer of panels in the world
• Have broken 16 records in efficiency in the
last 5 years
• Use 30% less water in the production of
panels than their nearest rival

EasySolar MPPT Inverter /
Solar-Charger Combo
• Combines an MPPT solar charge controller,
an inverter/charger and AC distribution in one
enclosure
• Simple to install, with a minimum of wiring.
• MPPT charge controller and the MultiPlus Compact
inverter/charger share the DC battery cables
(included)

Sealed AGM
batteries
• Sealed valve-regulated lead–acid (VRLA) batteries
• Do not require regular maintenance such as
addition of water to the cells
• Vent less gas than flooded lead-acid batteries
• The reduced venting is an advantage as they can
be used in confined or poorly ventilated spaces

About Us
Who we are

Our Ethos

End-to-end solar solution specialists helping smart kiwi homeowners and
businesses to harness the solar energy hitting their property.

Your energy use and requirements aren’t the same as everyone elses. Our
solar installations are designed to fit your power needs. We don’t do solar
based on specials or run out deals, we do solar based on what’s best for you.

Who we aren’t
An energy company trying to look eco. A finance company looking to sign
you up to a solar contract, or a solar manufacturer trying to flog our own
branded products. We’re not experts in carpet, insulation, heat pumps or
anything else, we’re experts in solar.

Specialist Experience
SkySolar is a privately (kiwi) owned solar business based in Auckland with
licenced installers throughout the country. Some of our Directors and staff
have over 20 years experience in the solar industry. Throughout our whole
process from the first handshake to the last, there are no sub-contractors
or parties outside of SkySolar that handle anything. What that means, is
accountability and dependability. We’re proud of our team and proud to take
great care of our customers.

Contact
Get in touch and we will be happy to offer a free, no
obligation assessment of your unique power needs and
goals, followed by a competitive proposal and quote.

0800 SKY SOLAR (0800 759 765)
www.skysolar.co.nz
facebook.com/skysolar

You’ll have our full support during the initial consideration
process to ask us any questions you may have and back up
any claims we make with data and case studies.

44-48 Ellice Road,
Wairau Valley
Auckland 0629

